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This follows from the continuity of F, as before. The proof of the
theorem is complete.
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1. Introduction. Let X and F be differentiate manifolds and a a
space of mappings from X to F. A common problem in differential
topology is to approximate a mapping in Cfc by another in & which is
transversal to a given submanifold WC.Y. Thus if dx,w is the subspace of mappings transversal to W it is important to know if dx,w
is dense in <$. Some famous examples are the Whitney immersion and
embedding theorems [8] and the Thorn transversality theorem [4; 7].
In the next section we give sufficient conditions for density in
case ft is a Banach manifold. The proof of the density theorem is
indicated in the third section, and in the final section the Thorn
transversality theorem is obtained as a corollary.
2. Density theorems. Throughout this section X will be a manifold with boundary, F and Z manifolds, W(Z F a submanifold (W, Y,
Z without boundary) all of class Cr, r è l , and modelled on Banach
spaces (see [3] for definitions).
2.1. D E F I N I T I O N . A Cr mapping ƒ :X—> Y is transversal to W at a
point xÇLX iff either f(x)^W1
or f(x)~wÇiW
and there exists a
neighborhood U of # £ X and a local chart ( F , \f/) at w G F such that

rP:V-+EXF:Vr\W->EX0,
TTiOxp is a diffeomorphism of VC\W onto an open set of E, and
fl^oi/'o/l U is a submersion [3, p. 20], where TT\\ EXF—>E and
1
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AV. E XF-+F are the projections. The mapping ƒ is transversal to W on
a subset K C.X, f \ KfùW, iff ƒ is transversal to Wat every point x £ i £ ;
and ƒ is transversal to W, ffftW, iff ƒ| XfbW.
For some basic properties of transversality see Lang [3, p. 22].
Suppose ƒ: X—>F and g: Z—>Y are Cr mappings, and let A C ^ X Y
denote the diagonal.
2.2. D E F I N I T I O N . The mappings ƒ : X—> Y and g: Z—>Y are transversai at points xÇîX and ZÇLZ iff the product fXg: XXZ-+YX
Y is
transversal to A at (x, z) in the sense of Definition 2.1. The mappings
are transversal on sets K<ZX and MQZ, f\Kff\g\M,
iff
fXg\KXM(&A,
and they are transversal, fff)g, iff/XgfftA.
2.3. D E F I N I T I O N . A Cr manifold of mappings from X to F is a set
Ofc of Cr mappings from X to Y which is a Cr manifold such that the
evaluation mapping
ev: a X X -* Y: (ƒ, x) -»ƒ(*)
r

is of class C .
For example it is known that if X is compact then the set <Br(X, F)
of all Cr mappings from X to F has a natural structure of Cr manifold
of mappings [l, p. 31; 2; 5].
If KC.X is any subset, and Ofc a manifold of mappings from X to
F, let Ct^.TrCö' be the subspace of mappings which are transversal
to W on the set K. The following is easy to prove.
2.4. O P E N N E S S THEOREM. If KQX is a compact set, WCZ Y a closed
submanifold, and d(ZQr(Xy F) a Cr manifold of mappings, then the
subset (&K,W is open in CL
Recall that a residual set in a topological space is a countable intersection of open dense sets, a Baire space is one in which every residual
set is dense, and by the Baire category theorem every Banach manifold is a Baire space.
2.5. D E N S I T Y THEOREM. Let X be an n-manifold with boundary,
KC.X any subset, Y a Banach manifold (without boundary), and WQY
a closed submanifold (without boundary) of finite codimension q, all of
class Cr. Let (%C.<5r(X, Y) be a Cr manifold of mappings. If the evaluation map of Ot

e v : a X l ~ > F : (ƒ, x) ->ƒ(*)
is transversal to W on K and r>max(n — q, 0), then
residual.
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This theorem is the main result, and may be generalized in several
ways. For example suppose X, Y and Z are finite dimensional,
a C e r ( I , F) and (BC<3r(Z, Y) are Cr manifolds of mappings, and
e v $ and ev<£ are the respective evaluation mappings. If K C.X and
M CZ, let a X (BXXM = {(ƒ, g) G a X CB : ƒ | Xfftg | M } . Then the following are immediate.
2.6. COROLLARY.
/ƒ
e v ^ | ô X X f R ev®| (B X M
awrf
r > max (dim X + d i m Z — dim F, 0), tóew Ct X <&KYM C <3t X (B w r m d waZ.
Let (B = {g}, a single map, and

<**.•= {/ea:/|ü:mg|z}.
2.7.

COROLLARY,

/ƒ e v ^ | aXKfàg

and

r > max(dim X + dim Z — dim F, 0),
tóew

&K,QC@>

is residual.

If in 2.7 g is an embedding and W its image, then 2.5 is obtained
with the condition " W closed" deleted.
Note the symmetry of 2.2 and 2.6. Both may be extended to ntuples of mappings having a common target, and the symmetry can
be completed by allowing all sources to be manifolds with boundary,
making only trivial modifications.
3. Proof of the density theorem. The Density Theorem 2.5 is proved
from the following lemma by an easy point set argument.
D E N S I T Y LEMMA. If X has finite dimension n, WQ Y is a closed submanifold having finite codimension q, (MZ®r(X, F) is a Cr manifold of
mappings with r>max(n — q, 0), and the evaluation mapping is transversai to W at a point (ƒ, x) G®XX, then there exists a neighborhood 'U
offC.® and a neighborhood V of xÇiX such that cll7,TpCclt is dense.

li f(x)(£W the lemma is trivial. If f(x)=*w&W
mediate from these three propositions.

the proof is im-

A. If the evaluation map is transversal to W at (ƒ, x)
and f(x)=wÇzW,
there are neighborhoods 'U of ƒ E G and V of xÇ:X
such that every point gCzUis contained in a p-dimensional submanifold
Z?» O^p^q,
such that ev| J^X
VffiW.
PROPOSITION

The proof of this proposition is prosaic, relying on techniques
which have become standard since the publication of Lang's book [3 ].
For the second proposition suppose ^2P is a ^-dimensional subLicense or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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manifold of Ofc, V an open set of X, and £ = ev| X / X V is transversal
to W. Then W' — ^~X{W) is a submanifold of codimension q of X / X V.
Let <r: W—>^2P denote the restriction to W' of the projection

I>XF->I>.

PROPOSITION B. If<ris transversal to a point f'£ X X Ihenfis
versal to W on V.

trans-

The proof of this proposition is a straightforward interpretation of
the definitions.
The third proposition is a well-known theorem of Sard [6]. Recall
that if/: X—+Y is any C1 mapping, a point 3; G F is a critical value of
ƒ iff it is false that /fft {3/}. Let 0/ be the set of all critical values of ƒ.
C (SARD). If f:R8->Rt
is of class Cr
1
r >max(s—/, 0), then ti/CR has outer measure zero.
PROPOSITION

with

4. The Thorn transversality theorem. Let X be a Cr manifold with
boundary, F a Cr manifold (without boundary), irk: Jk(Xf Y)-+XX Y
the fe-jet bundle of Ck maps from X to F, O ^ è ^ r , and

i*: er(x, F) -> e^(x, /*(x,

F))

the &-jet extension, where <2r(X, F) has the Cr topology of compact
convergence (a Baire space). Let W be a Cr"~& manifold (without
boundary), F^er^W,
Jk(X, F)), and

erKx, F) = {/G ef(x, F)://ffiF}.
Finally, suppose W1 X and F are finite dimensional.
JET TRANSVERSALITY THEOREM ( T H O M ) . If

r > max{dim X + dim W - dim J*(X, F), 0},
/few the subspace &p(X, Y)C.®r(X, Y) is residual for every Cr~k mapping
F: W-+Jk(X, F).
PROOF. First suppose X is compact. Then it is known that
& = ƒ [er(X, F) ] has a natural structure of Cr~k manifold of mappings
compatible with the topology of compact convergence [ l ] . Furthermore a standard computation using a local chart and a Cr characteristic function shows that the differential of the evaluation mapping

ev: a X X - * J » ( X , F ) : (ƒƒ, x) ->jkf(x)
is surjective at any point (ƒƒ, x)Çz®XX, so the evaluation map is
transversal to any mapping F: W —» Jk(Xf F). Thus if
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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r > m a x { d i m X + d i m W—dim Jk(X, F), O}, the Openness and Density Theorems 2.4 and 2.7 imply t h a t CIX,FC.® is open and dense.
Now suppose X is not compact. Then, using a countable covering
of X by compact manifolds with boundary, a simple point set argument, and the proof above, &X,F(1($> is seen to be residual. But
jk:er(X,
Y)-*a is a homeomorphism so erF(X, Y)=jk~\ax,F)
is
residual in C r (X, F).
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